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Abstract
Standard numerical methods used to solve the Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes equations are known to be too dissipative to carry
out large eddy simulations since the artiﬁcial dissipation they introduce to stabilize the discretization of the convection term usually
interacts strongly with the subgrid scale model. A possible solution is to resort to non-dissipative central schemes. Unfortunately,
these schemes are in general unstable.A way to reach stability is to select a central scheme that conserves the discrete kinetic energy.
To that purpose, a family of kinetic energy conserving schemes is developed to perform simulations of compressible shock-free
ﬂows on unstructured grids. A direct numerical simulation of the ﬂow past a sphere at a Reynolds number of 300 and a large eddy
simulation at a Reynolds number of 10,000 are performed to validate the methodology.
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1. Introduction
In order to perform high Reynolds number ﬂows simulations around complex geometries, a parallel implicit solver
for three-dimensional compressible ﬂows on unstructured tetrahedral meshes has been developed. The method uses
an edge-based hybrid ﬁnite volume and ﬁnite element discretization. It blends an upwind scheme for the convection
ﬂuxes based on a Roe’s approximate Riemann solver and a piecewise linear reconstruction of the ﬂow variables in each
control volume, with a P1 ﬁnite element Galerkin approximation of the diffusive ﬂuxes. This second-order accurate
numerical scheme, which is representative of most numerical schemes used on unstructured meshes, was designed for
Euler and Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) simulations, and therefore performs well for this type of ﬂows.
Since large eddy simulations (LES) have proved to perform better than RANS for complex phenomena like turbulent
mixing and aerodynamic noise prediction, the objective of this paper is to describe modiﬁcations required by such a
standard discretization on unstructured meshes to perform equally well for LES applications.
A ﬁrst issue is the effect of the numerical dissipation introduced to stabilize the discretization of the convection term.
It is well-known that this dissipation competes strongly with the effect of the subgrid scale (SGS) model. An easy
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way to circumvent this problem is to resort to central schemes. Unfortunately, central schemes are in general unstable
as the Reynolds number is increased. This behavior is due to the spurious discrete kinetic energy injection of those
schemes.At low Reynolds numbers, this injection can be counterbalanced by the diffusion term.As a consequence, the
simulation remains stable but results can be unphysical. Nevertheless, the simulation becomes rapidly unstable at high
Reynolds numbers. A possible way to reach stability is to ensure that the central scheme conserves the discrete kinetic
energy. This class of schemes is popular in the LES community for structured grids applications [9,12]. Recently, the
methodology has been extended to unstructured grids for incompressible ﬂows [1,8] (even if the grid elements are
highly skewed). In this work, the extension to compressible shock-free ﬂows is developed and discussed.
A second issue is the large truncation error associated with second-order space-accurate schemes. This limitation
is sometimes referred to as “implicit ﬁltering”. This concept highlights the incorrect advection of high-frequency
modes which can lead to spurious oscillations in marginally resolved simulations. This behavior is increased by mesh
inhomogeneities as mesh stretch [4]. In this work, numerical tests are performed to investigate whether the SGS
model can prevent the formation of large dispersion errors and whether the kinetic energy conserving scheme must be
supplemented by an high-order numerical dissipation.
To address the issues outlined above, the remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the following section, the
design and the theoretical study of kinetic energy conserving discretizations are performed and discussed. The accuracy
of the proposed kinetic energy conserving scheme is then evaluated in Section 3 for the direct numerical simulation
(DNS) of the unsteady ﬂow past a sphere at a Reynolds number of 300. The scheme is also tested for the LES of the
ﬂow past a sphere at a Reynolds number of 10,000. For both Reynolds numbers, the obtained numerical results conﬁrm
the accuracy and stability of the non-dissipative scheme on unstructured meshes. Nevertheless, a high-order numerical
dissipation seems necessary for these LES applications. Finally, concluding remarks are offered.
2. Analysis of kinetic energy conserving schemes
2.1. Semi-discrete analysis
In this part, the conservation properties of the kinetic energy conserving scheme are established. The time integration
is assumed to be perfect. As in any ﬁnite volume method, each mesh vertex i has a control volume Vi and a control
surface Si . This surface Si is composed of elementary surfaces of area Sij and normal n, pointing from node i to its
neighbor j. The global ﬂux through the control surface Si of node i is evaluated by making the sum of the ﬂuxes through
each surface Sij surrounding node i.
A ﬁrst-order discretization of the integral over a control volume Vi is deﬁned as
〈〉i =
∫
Vi
 dV discr⇒〈〉i = Vii , (1)
the integral over the domain V is given by
〈〉 =
∫
V
 dV discr⇒〈〉 =
∑
i
〈〉i =
∑
i
Vii , (2)
and the ﬁrst-order integral over a control surface Sij is expressed as
〈〉ij =
∫
Sij
 dS discr⇒〈〉ij = Sijface, (3)
where the subscript (face) denotes values interpolated on the surface Sij . Assuming a ﬁxed grid, the mass conservation
is semi-discretized at node i with the ﬁnite volume method
d
dt
+ ∇ · (u) = 0 discr⇒Conti =
〈
d
dt
〉
i
+
∑
Sij
Fmij = 0, (4)
where the mass ﬂux Fmij through the surface Sij is given by
Fmij = vnSij deﬁning vn(u)face · n. (5)
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In a central scheme, face values are computed by averaging the face left- and right-hand side nodal values
(u)face =
(u)i + (u)j
2
. (6)
Using Eqs. (2) and (4), the discrete mass evolution is expressed as
d
dt
〈〉 = −
∑
i
∑
Sij
Fmij . (7)
The mass ﬂux contribution vanishes as Fmij +Fmji = 0. Physically, it means that a ﬂux Fmij coming out a control volume
i is recovered by the neighboring control volume j through the ﬂux Fmji : it is a local conservation. The only contribution
left comes from the domain boundaries. As a consequence, the discrete mass is conserved.
Before proceeding any further, three semi-discrete convection operators applied to a scalar  are deﬁned: the
Divergence, the Advective and the Skew-symmetric operators at node i
Div()i =
〈
d
dt
()
〉
i
+
∑
Sij
F dij with F
d
ij = vn
i + j
2
Sij , (8)
Adv()i =
〈

d
dt
〉
i
+
∑
Sij
F aij with F
a
ij = vn
j − i
2
Sij , (9)
Skew()i = 12Div()i +
1
2
Adv()i (10)
= 1
2
〈
d
dt
() + d
dt
〉
i
+
∑
Sij
F sij with F
s
ij = vn
j
2
Sij . (11)
Using the product derivative rule applied for the time derivatives, and the following discrete equivalent of the product
derivative for the space derivatives:
∑
Sij
vn
(
i + j
2
)
Sij =
∑
Sij
vn
(
j − i
2
)
Sij + i
∑
Sij
vnSij , (12)
or ∑
Sij
F dij =
∑
Sij
F aij + i
∑
Sij
Fmij , (13)
the semi-discrete correspondence between the three operators is obtained
Div()i = Adv()i + iConti = Skew()i + i2 Conti . (14)
The convection of a scalar  is basically semi-discretized in the following way:
d
dt
() + ∇ · (u) = 0 discr⇒Div()i = 0. (15)
Following the previous development, the ﬁrst-order quantity 〈〉 is conserved asFdij +Fdji =0. Besides, two additional
forms of the scalar convection can be considered
Adv()i = 0, (16)
Skew()i = 0. (17)
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From the relation (14), the advective and skew-symmetric forms conserve the quantity 〈〉 if the mass conservation is
satisﬁed. By multiplying the three forms by the nodal value i , the time evolution of the quantity 〈2/2〉i is obtained
i Skew()i =
〈
d
dt
(
2
2
)〉
i
+
∑
Sij
F ksij = 0, (18)
i Div()i =
〈
d
dt
(
2
2
)〉
i
+
∑
Sij
F ksij +
2i
2
Conti = 0, (19)
i Adv()i =
〈
d
dt
(
2
2
)〉
i
+
∑
Sij
F ksij −
2i
2
Conti = 0, (20)
where the symmetric ﬂux Fksij has been introduced
Fksij = vn
ij
2
Sij . (21)
The quantity 〈2/2〉 is thus conserved by the skew-symmetric form without the use of the mass conservation as
Fksij +Fksji =0.At the opposite, the divergence and advective forms conserve this quantity only if the mass conservation
is satisﬁed.
In the semi-discrete compressible Navier–Stokes equations, this result can be applied to the convection term in the
three components of the momentum conservation (=u1, u2, u3), for example in direction x1 neglecting the diffusion
term
du1
dt
+ ∇ · (uu1) + p
x1
= 0 (22)
discr⇒Vi diu1idt +
∑
Sij
vn
u1i + u1j
2
Sij +
∑
Sij
pi + pj
2
n1 Sij = 0, (23)
or
Div(u1)i +
∑
Sij
F
p
ij = 0. (24)
In the absence of diffusion, the discrete momentum 〈u1〉 is conserved as Fdij + Fdji = 0 and Fpij + Fpji = 0. From the
previous discussion, two additional forms of the momentum equation can be considered
Adv(u1)i +
∑
Sij
F
p
ij = Div(u1)i +
∑
Sij
F
p
ij − u1iConti = 0, (25)
Skew(u1)i +
∑
Sij
F
p
ij = Div(u1)i +
∑
Sij
F
p
ij −
u1i
2
Conti = 0. (26)
These two forms conserve 〈u1〉 if the discrete continuum equation is satisﬁed. Moreover, the skew-symmetric term,
given by Eq. (26), conserves the discrete directional kinetic energy 〈u1u1/2〉. This is obtained by replacing  by u1
in the previous discussion. Besides, the divergence and advective terms, Eqs. (22) and (25), conserve the directional
kinetic energy if the discrete continuum equation is satisﬁed.
The pressure term is trivially discretized in a central manner Fpij . As expected, this pressure discretization does not
conserve the directional kinetic energy. Nevertheless, it has to be proved that the pressure discretization conserves the
discrete kinetic energy 〈u · u/2〉, the sum of the three directional kinetic energies, as the Mach number tends to zero.
In this case, the pressure term redistributes the conserved kinetic energy between the three directional kinetic energies.
The contribution to the discrete kinetic energy is obtained by multiplying the discrete momentum equation by the nodal
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velocity ui . For the pressure, this contribution can be divided after some algebra into two parts∑
Sij
ui · npi + pj2 Sij =
∑
Sij
F
kp
ij − pi
∑
Sij
vnSij , (27)
where
F
kp
ij =
uipj + ujpi
2
· nSij . (28)
The ﬁrst term in Eq. (27) is conservative as Fkpij + Fkpji = 0. This way of interpolating face values is similar to the
special interpolation introduced by Morinishi et al. [9]. The second term is not kinetic energy conserving, but in the
incompressible limit this contribution disappears as the discrete mass equation is reduced to∑
Sij
vnSij = 0. (29)
As a consequence, the central pressure discretization conserves the discrete kinetic energy in the incompressible limit
if the discrete continuum equation is satisﬁed.
2.2. Discussion
2.2.1. Time integration
In the previous developments, the perfect time integration allows to apply the product derivative rule to ensure the
conservation properties. When equations are discretized in time, the time integrator must follow a discrete equivalent
of the product derivative rule to preserve the conservation properties (this approach was also followed for the spatial
discretization equation (12)). Wall et al. [13] proposed a central time discretization with the variable staggered in time
to preserve good conservation properties. In fact, this time discretization possesses a product derivative rule in the
discrete level. In the present work, the implicit three-point backward differencing scheme is used with the variables
collocated in time. As this standard scheme is not centered, it does not follow a discrete product derivative rule. As
a consequence, the time integration introduces an error in the conservation properties. This scheme is actually known
to be slightly dissipative. Nevertheless, in DNS or LES applications, the time steps are relatively small. This error
is therefore assumed to be negligible. This is a common assumption in kinetic-energy conserving schemes analysis.
Furthermore, a mass matrix is introduced to increase the accuracy of the volume integral equation (1) of the time
derivative terms. To be consistent with the approach presented in this paper, the mass matrix is evaluated with a P1
Galerkin approximation. Its inﬂuence is discussed in Section 3.
2.2.2. Application to LES of bluff body ﬂows
In general, turbulent regions are not the only parts of the ﬂow domain that are underresolved. For example, in LES
of bluff body ﬂows, the shear-layers, the boundary layers and the potential ﬂow region can be underresolved. In those
regions the SGS model is expected to be inactive. As a consequence, it can be useful to add to the central scheme
a slight numerical dissipation through upwinding to ensure a smooth variation of the solution in those regions. The
central convection ﬂux for the 〈〉i conservation equation is supplemented by the following upwind ﬂux:

∑
Sij
vn
(
L − R
2
)
Sij if vn > 0, (30)

∑
Sij
vn
(
R − L
2
)
Sij if vn < 0, (31)
where L and R are linearly reconstructed face values (the left L and right R states, respectively),  is an upwind
parameter which is set to 0.05 in our applications. Haselbacher et al. [3] have shown that the difference of the linearly
reconstructed face values is an efﬁcient manner to implement an hyperdiffusion ∇4 on unstructured meshes. This
property is proved for regular meshes: this hyperviscosity is then O(h2) and proportional to the mass ﬂux vn. On
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arbitrary grids, the leading term is only O(h). Numerical experiments presented in the next section show that this small
amount of high-order dissipation does not compete strongly with the SGS model in the turbulent regions but increases
the solution quality in the non-turbulent parts of the ﬂow domain.
3. Simulation of the unsteady ﬂow past a sphere
The simulation of the unsteady ﬂow past a sphere in laminar and subcritical regimes is considered here in order to
validate the methodology presented in this paper. This rather academic problem is chosen because it is well documented
in the scientiﬁc literature [6,2,11,5]. While most of the references assume an incompressible ﬂow formulation, a
compressible ﬂow solver is used in the present work. The Mach number is therefore taken low enough to neglect
the compressible effects, and large enough to prevent the nonlinear system of equations to be too stiff. Numerical
experiments show that M∞ = 0.1 is an acceptable value.
3.1. Laminar regime at Re = 300
The accuracy and the robustness of the methodology presented in this paper are ﬁrst investigated with a DNS of the
ﬂow past a sphere at a Reynolds number of 300 (based on the free stream velocity U∞ and the sphere diameter D). At
this Reynolds number, the ﬂow is in an unsteady laminar regime and preserves a plane of symmetry. Furthermore, the
wake structure presents hairpin vortices.
This benchmark is well documented in the scientiﬁc literature. Johnson and Patel [6] performed numerical simu-
lations with a second-order upwind scheme on a structured mesh. Constantinescu and Squires [2] used a mixed (up-
wind with central) high-order scheme for their simulations on structured meshes, while the simulations performed by
Fig. 1. Anisotropic boundary layer and isotropic wake meshes for the ﬂow past a sphere at Re = 300.
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Fig. 2. Time-histories of the force coefﬁcients of the ﬂow past a sphere at Re = 300: (a) drag coefﬁcient and (b) lift coefﬁcient.
Table 1
Main characteristics of the ﬂow past a sphere at Re = 300.
CD CL Str
Present work (full centered) 0.661 0.066 0.134
Present mesh with AUSM+up 0.692 0.121 Steady
Present mesh with Roe 0.705 0.115 Steady
Johnson and Patel [6] 0.656 0.069 0.137
Constantinescu and Squires [2] 0.655 0.065 0.136
Ploumhans et al. [11] 0.683 0.061 0.135
Jindal et al. [5] 0.835 — 0.153
Ploumhans et al. [11] were carried out with a vortex method. While these references assume an incompressible ﬂow
formulation, Jindal et al. [5] used an unstructured compressible upwind ﬂow solver with a freestream Mach number of
0.16.
Taking advantage of the ﬂexibility of an unstructured ﬂow solver, a mesh that contains 106 nodes and 5.6 × 106
tetrahedra is generated and optimized to improve the solution quality (see Fig. 1). First, a boundary layer mesh is
constructed around the sphere. This anisotropic grid has a growing factor of 1.06 and allows a minimum grid spacing
ymin of 0.0025D normal to the wall. The approximate boundary layer thickness at the sphere stagnation point is given
in [14] as /D = 1.13/Re0.5, where  is the boundary layer thickness. This leads to ymin/ ∼ 0.04. Second, a reﬁned
isotropic mesh is constructed in the wake of the sphere. Third, a relatively coarse grid is deﬁned in the potential
ﬂow regions in order to limit the number of nodes. The level of resolution is monitored by the cell Reynolds number
R = h2/ based on the vorticity norm  and the edge length h. During the simulation, this parameter takes a
maximum value of 35 in the laminar wake and is inferior to 10 in the boundary layers, thus this simulation is resolved.
The physical time-step adopted in the present study is equal to 0.04D/U∞ and is similar to the value used by
Constantiescu and Squires [2]. This corresponds to approximately 110 time-steps per cycle based on the vortex shedding
frequency. Figs. 2a and b report, respectively, the computed time-histories of the drag and lift coefﬁcients. Table 1
summarizes macroscopic statistics like the averaged drag coefﬁcient CD, the averaged lift coefﬁcient CL and the
Strouhal number Str. The simulation results are in a good agreement with the DNS references. Notice that the solution
obtained by Jindal et al. [5] with an unstructured upwind ﬂow solver over-estimates the drag coefﬁcient and the
Strouhal number. Moreover, results obtained with two typical RANS-based discretization of the convective terms are
also reported (Roe’s approximate Riemann solver and the AUSM+up [7] with the coefﬁcients 	= 316 and 
= 18 , both
with a piecewise linear reconstruction of the ﬂow variables in each control volume). As expected these schemes are
too dissipative as the results are steady. The wake structure can be visualized with the 2 method.As depicted in Fig. 3,
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Fig. 3. Vortical structures (2 criterion) of the ﬂow past a sphere at Re = 300: (a) side view; (b) top view; and (c) bottom view.
Table 2
Main characteristics of the ﬂow past a sphere at Re = 10,000
CD CD/CD (%) s Str
LES: Scheme 1 0.399 8.6 85–88 0.2
LES: Scheme 2 0.387 8.7 84–86 —
LES: Scheme 3 0.394 8.7 84–87 0.2
Constantinescu et al. [2] (LES) 0.393 ∼ 8.5 84–86 0.195
Constantinescu et al. [2] (DES) 0.397 ∼ 8.5 84–87 0.200
the simulation with the pure central scheme in divergence form captures the hairpin vortices and maintains a plane of
symmetry.
3.2. Subcritical regime at Re = 10,000
At a Reynolds number of 10,000, the ﬂow past a sphere is in the subcritical regime. This means that the boundary
layers in the separation region are laminar, the transition to turbulence occurs further downstream in the separated
shear layers (by way of the Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities), and the wake is turbulent. Given the Reynolds number, it
is impossible to afford a DNS with an unstructured solver so that major ﬂow properties must be captured with a LES.
The WALE model of Nicoud and Ducros [10] represents a good alternative to the Smagorinsky model. This LES
model is selected for the following reasons. First, it goes naturally to zero at the wall as O(y3) so that neither a damping
function (like the Van driest damping function) nor a dynamic procedure are needed to compute wall bounded ﬂows.
Second, the model is inactive in pure shear ﬂows. Therefore, the model can capture properly the laminar to turbulent
transition. Third, the construction of the WALE model is based on local quantities, and thus its implementation in a
parallel unstructured ﬂow solver is straightforward.
Themesh used for the simulation has a design similar to the one described in Section 3.1 and contains 1.2×106 nodes
and 6.6×106 tetrahedra. It captures properly the laminar boundary layers since its wall normal spacing ymin =0.0005D
is such that ymin/ ∼ 0.04 and its growing factor is equal to 1.06. The physical time-step adopted for the simulation is
equal to 0.04D/U∞ and is similar to the value given in [2]. Three simulations are performed:
Scheme 1: The kinetic-energy conserving scheme in divergence form.
Scheme 2: The kinetic-energy conserving scheme in divergence form where the volume integrals are evaluated with
a mass matrix.
Scheme 3: Scheme 2 supplemented with the artiﬁcial diffusion as discussed in Section 2.
Table 2 reports the averaged drag coefﬁcient CD, the friction forces contribution to the total drag CD/CD, the sepa-
ration angles on the sphere measured from the stagnation point, the low-frequency Strouhal number Str and compares
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Fig. 4. Vortical structures (2 criterion) of the ﬂow past a sphere at Re = 10,000: (a) divergence form, scheme (1); (b) divergence form with a mass
matrix, scheme (2); (c) divergence form with a mass matrix and an hyperdiffusion, scheme (3); (d) Roe scheme with linearly reconstructed face
values; and (e) AUSM+up scheme with linearly reconstructed face values.
these values to those obtained by Constantinescu and Squires [2] using a LES equipped with a dynamic Smagorinsky
model and a detached eddy simulation (DES) based on the Spalart–Allmaras model. For the three simulations, a good
agreement is obtained. It is interesting to note that the pure central scheme is stable adding a mass matrix (Scheme 2).
Nevertheless, unsteady ﬂow statistics like the Strouhal number cannot be captured. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the mass matrix does not alter drastically the discrete kinetic energy conservation (as the simulation remains stable),
but spurious kinetic energy injections must exist because unphysical ﬂuctuations are reported. The desired physical be-
havior is indeed retrieved by adding a small artiﬁcial diffusion (Scheme 3). Notice that the time averaged lift coefﬁcient
CL is not reported because it is equal to zero. Besides, the high-frequency Strouhal number (∼ 2.0) is not captured as
shear-layers are underresolved with the present mesh.
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The ﬂow structure is analyzed with the 2 visualization method. As expected, the wake is irregular and presents
a wide range of scales. For the kinetic-energy conserving scheme in divergence form without mass matrix (Scheme
1), the wake and the boundary layer is surrounded by a spurious numerical noise, Fig. 4a. By using a mass matrix
(Scheme 2), Fig. 4b, this noise is reduced signiﬁcantly. There is still some issues in the tetrahedral boundary layer mesh
and regions corresponding to highly skewed mesh elements. Finally, this last scheme supplemented with the artiﬁcial
dissipation (Scheme 3) produces smooth vortical structures in the wake.
4. Conclusions
A methodology to carry out LES of compressible shock-free ﬂows on unstructured meshes is proposed in this paper.
To prevent the interaction between the numerical dissipation and the SGS model, the convective term is evaluated with
a non-dissipative central scheme. The methodology is tested for the DNS of the ﬂow past a sphere at a Reynolds number
of 300. It is also applied to the LES of the same ﬂow but in the subcritical regime at a Reynolds number of 10,000. As
such a central scheme like any second-order scheme is not able to convect properly high wave number components of
the velocity, a mass matrix and a small amount of high-order numerical dissipation are necessary to ensure a smooth
variation of the solution for this LES application. In both cases, results are in a good agreement with those obtained
with higher order methods on structured meshes.
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